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Abstract
This work provides experiences and analytical outcomes form development and trial deployment of
dedicated tools for supporting military operations on the lowest levels of command. Network Enabled
Capabilities (UK MoD, 2005) deliver new approaches for utilizing communication and computer technologies
supporting effective military operation execution and planning. The next step of deploying such solutions is to
equip individual soldiers with handheld personal tools supporting their situation awareness (ENDSLEY,
2000) and delivering unified Common Operational and Tactical pictures (US DoD, 2009). Military systems
rely on data fused in command centers based on high detailed terrain data, supplemented by reconnaissance
and surveillance. Such family of solutions has been recognized and defined. DSS - Dismounted Soldier
Solutions – defines a family of hardware and software solutions supporting personal weapon systems,
communication systems, GIS data and decision support mechanisms. Research in that domain has been
conducted since the 90s and almost every technically superior army developed or is developing its own
solution. Presented in the paper solution, aims at functionalities of DSS control unit without concentrating
and on peripherals. mCOP –platform concentrates on providing personalized combat-oriented mobile system,
supporting main functionalities topographical and tactical orientation within battlespace. The tool has been
developed in 2014 and has been updated based on iteratively conducted requirements analysis taken from
military operational exercises and demonstrations. The tool support both military and crisis operations
providing Common Operational Picture products and set of algorithms for terrain features evaluation,
movement analysis, military potential estimation, combat situation composition etc. Many features of mCOP
(MUT, 2014) has been organized around individual needs and “first-aid” functions while executing combat
missions. movement and location monitoring, location prediction, time calculation, terrain orientation are
the majority of such elements. The paper will evaluate the capabilities and properties of constructed software
tools, applied for operational forces but most of all territorial defense formations. mCOP platform utilizes
Android platform and any commercially available smartphone can be prepared for its deployment after
fulfilling all security requirements and configuration procedures.
Key words: situation awareness, COP, common operational picture, military DSS, mobile system, tactical
support, territorial defense, NATO NEC
Introduction
The 21st century military operations are being conducted using state of the art weapon systems
composed of not only effectors but most of all sensors and control systems. Network Enabled Capabilities
or Network Centric Warfare (US DoD, 2009) are concepts of implementing communication and
information technologies within military systems to achieve decision superiority and thus higher
efficiency in combat. Last 20 years of information technology development in military has been aimed at
formulating, standardizing and integrating decision support and weapon control systems organized into
several classes of systems C2IS, C4ISR (US DoD, 2009) - Command and Control Information Systems,
Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Systems.
Main feature of such tools is to present operational data of conducted mission utilizing GIS functionalities
and augmenting the data with additional information on terrain, hostile and friendly forces. The range of
such information depends on the level of command, battlespace dimension but most of all available data
sources.
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The major difficulty while designing unified operational rendering environment comes from the
specificity of graphical (symbols) elements and background GIS information. The geoinformation varies
depending on the battlespace dimension or in case of cyberspace even limits such relationship. Described
in this work system components tCOP and mCOP concentrate on providing ground and logistics elements
supplemented with APP6C based air and maritime components. Such product features are intentional due
to the target audience – territorial defense units and land forces. The software need to be secure and
easily configurable to be rapidly deployed on soldier’s and commander’s handhelds (mCOP) and in lower
level command centers (tCOP). The deployment requirements for the presented platform has been
minimized and the installation mechanisms fully automated in order to simplify configuration and
administration activities.
Provided platform concentrates on software not hardware platforms it utilizes existing infrastructure
intentionally, which can be perceived as an disadvantage. However, in case of territorial defense units,
which operate in civilian environment and restricted funding, exploiting existing, personal mobile devices
and restricted computationally platforms is an advantage. Hidden combat actions performed by military
units disguised as ordinary civilians using such software platforms (mCOP) can deliver operational
capabilities integrated within commercial smartphones seamlessly used in combat or intelligence
operations (KIEDROWICZ, 2014). Described research contains notes on lessons learned during the design,
development and testing (TRL VII, VIII) of the software during EDA NEC capabilities demonstrations in
reference to demonstration of Situation Awareness development techniques and other NEC capabilities
delivered by the mCOP and tCOP platforms.
Definition of required military domain concepts
One of most valuable set of capabilities of any C4ISR system is a product called COP – Common
Operational Picture – a merged image fusing GIS terrain topographical or satellite imagery data with
military units and equipment placement and conducted tasks. The production of fused COP image can be
achieved through application of GIS terrain data representation standards and tactical symbology
standard – APP6C, which defines military map marking symbols. Therefore COP can be understood as
operational scenario snapshot or a timeframe showing 2D (or 3D) GIS related data of participating
battlespace elements exposing their semantics, functions and behavior.
The vision of Network Enabled Capabilities is to deliver seamless access to rich and timely information
to all war fighters and decision-makers at every echelon in the military hierarchy. This enables all scenario
participants, including individual soldiers, vehicles, command centers to share the battlespace
information. This information is fused (integrated) based on several data sources (battlespace observers
or sensors) and combined into a coherent, accurate picture of the battlespace. Central and crucial
objective of Network Enabled Capabilities concept is to organize and standardize C2IS system
compatibility and interoperability. In order to organize efficient data sharing all levels of integration
(technical, syntactic and semantic) must be provided and integrated. Developed tCOP and mCOP software
comply to described above concepts assuming that information exchange between the nodes of the
system not only provide the data and information, but also deliver filtering functionalities. Such
capabilities optimize the network communication process, which is restricted by technical constraints and
often exposed to failure.
NATO Network Enabled Capabilities techniques and technologies deliver following capabilities:
• Efficient networked mechanisms - improving battlespace data flow and information sharing
between all entities within the operational scope and considering all security and efficiency
restrains;
• Information sharing – improvement of data availability and quality resulting in wider scenario
understanding leading to more efficient situational awareness development (faster, more
accurate);
• Shared situational awareness – tailored, not retrained data sharing among all scenario
participants. Process enables and ensures collaboration (data sharing) between sensors, actors
and command centers improving their operational synchronization, thus reducing the
communication delays, which in result speed up decision process and increase mission efficiency.
Mobile technologies but most of all, programmable and extendable handheld platforms provide
technical capabilities for designing personal and professional tools for military. Overcoming security
(CHMIELEWSKI,2009), (HOFFMAN, 2016) issues and relying on reliable, secure networks a commander
can organize an efficient tactical network, which after application of software can automate many
activities supporting battlespace orientation and increasing situation awareness.
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Fig. 1. Military operations’ technical infostructure elements provided by Network Enabled Capabilities mechanisms
and utilized to gain mission’s decision superiority, Resource: MUT 2014

The term Situation Awareness (SA) can be defined as a perception of environmental elements within
a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their semantics, and the projection of their status in the
near future. Moreover, Situation Awareness is directly connected with the perception of environment
which is a key factor for decision-makers in complex, dynamic processes such as military command and
control. Situation awareness as stated before is achieved by the functionalities of C4I systems.
Sophisticated tools for data acquisition, data mining, decision support procedures supports construction
of data sets representing picture of environment in the current combat space. Lacking recent situation
awareness or having inadequate information has been attributed to human error and is identified as one
of the primary factors of mission failure. Presented idea is important in domains where the data and
information flows can cause serious consequences (force losses) based on inaccurate (not adequate)
decisions. The most common theoretical framework for situation awareness has been provided in
(ENDSLAY, 2000). The model illustrates three stages of achieving (developing) SA:
• Perception (1st level) - responsible for perceiving the status, attributes, and dynamics of relevant
elements in the observed environment. The most elementary level of SA, involves the processes of
sensing, monitoring and simple recognition, which lead to an awareness of multiple situational
elements objects, people, systems, environmental factors and their current states and
characteristics.
• Comprehension (2nd level) - the next stage in SA formation, involves a synthesis of disjointed
Level 1 elements through the processes of pattern recognition, interpretation, and evaluation.
This stage requires information integration, allowing the entities to understand how it will impact
upon the individual’s objectives. 2nd stage includes developing, a comprehensive picture of the
environment (battlespace) – a common operational picture - filtered to contain all necessary and
valuable information.
• Projection (3rd level) – the highest and most complex level of SA, which involves the ability to
predict (project) the future actions of the elements in the environment. Such level is achieved
through detailed knowledge of the status and dynamics of the elements and comprehension of the
situation (1st , 2nd level) and then extrapolating this information in the future to determine how
it affects states of the battlespace.
Endsley’s model of SA illustrates several variables that can influence the development and
maintenance of this concept, including individual, task, and environmental factors. The majority of such
factors has been utilized to design the ontology - UBOM – Unified Battlespace Model, presented in
(CHMIELEWSKI, 2009) which is further utilized as a semantic unification mechanisms in tCOP.
Implemented model provides accordingly three stages of reasoning. The first stage of ontology processing,
correlates the information describing registered battlespace objects evaluates location, composition and
classifies their affiliation, potential parameters as well as threat status. The second stage aggregates the
battlespace information providing inference for echelon composition based on unit’s doctrinal patterns
and their behavior. Based on inferred situation additional military entity relationships are introduced
marking and describing the operational functions of elements in the formation. The third stage of
reasoning introduces possible behavior of recognized units and objects formulating course of action of
units involved in the scenario.
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SA benefits from COP products and requires additional information supplementing the actor’s
orientation within the scenario. SA combines data gathered from all available battlespace dimensions
Ground, Air, Maritime, Logistics and Cyber provided by set of recognized operational and utility pictures
(US DoD, 2009), (CHMIELEWSKI, 2009):
 RAP (Recognised Air Picture) – containing all available objects within particular airspace
supplemented with affiliation, type, evidential records and performed tasks;
 RMP (Recognised Maritime Picture) – describing all relevant and available maritime objects
within defined naval area supplemented with object features, conducted tasks and activities;
 RGP (Recognised Ground Picture) – containing all available objects (installations, units, warfare,
obstacles) within particular area supplemented with affiliation, type, evidential records and tasks,
operational responsibilities, etc.;
 RLP (Recognised Logistics Picture) – defining, underlining available aspects of logistics
operations supporting all battlespace domains;
 RCP (Recognised Cyberspace Picture) – combining available data describing cyber and info space
with regard to communication networks, protocols and systems;
 Results of decision support algorithms – for environment (e.g. terrain) and operational elements
characteristics evaluation – enriching the overall picture and supplementing SA;
The major difficulty while designing unified COP rendering environment comes from the specificity of
graphical (symbols) elements and background GIS information. The geoinformation varies depending on
the battlespace dimension or in case of cyberspace even limits such relationship.
SA and COP process development in presented tools
Described in this work system components tCOP (Fig. 2) and mCOP (Fig. 3) concentrate on providing
RGP, RLP elements supplemented with APP6C based RAP and RMP. Such product features are intentional
due to the target audience – territorial defense units and land forces. The architecture of described system
is mainly based on SOA approach, which delivers a set of operational services accessible through a stateful
C4ISR web application (tCOP) or a mobile personal application serving as Dismounted Soldier Solution
component.
COP – scenario operational
data enriched with decision
procedures results – APP6C
symbology – RGP, RLP

GIS map data – integrating
topographical maps,
satellite imagery, discrete
model terrain data

Scenario Structure –
infrastructure, operational
elements and combat units
structure and characteristics

Static and dynamic
data of combat units
and scenario
(description data is
optional)

Evaluated logistic or
threat status of units –
decision support
algorithms outcomes
Event Log – complete list of logged functional and
diagnostic server events describing application activity
and scenario data updates (pulled from server)
Fig. 2. tCOP operational scenario data view describing friendly forces RGP (executed tasks)

The first component provides a command post (command center) functionality to support
reconnaissance, controlling and planning activities on the tactical level command. The latter (mCOP) is
aimed at supporting individuals soldiers directly involved in combat or crisis operation by delivering data
for SA and COP as well as reporting current situation data. Availability of mCOP for handheld platforms
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gives the advantage of widespread reporting tool transmitting updated battlespace data to command
center. The software need to be secure and easily configurable to be rapidly deployed on soldier’s and
commander’s handhelds (mCOP) and in lower level command centers (tCOP). The deployment
requirements has been minimized and the installation mechanisms fully automated in order to simplify
configuration and administration activities. Both tools tCOP and mCOP deliver GIS services strictly
connected with battlespace object visualization and their activity reporting.
The platform has been developed using Java technology stack (J2EE) supplemented with GWT based
interfaces supporting the concept of RIA (Rich Internet Application). The management and auditing of
data is performed using Java Persistence API (JPA) and the business logic layer consisting of SOA based
services implemented as Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) and JAX-WS web services. tCOP has also been
integrated with semantic search engine and knowledge base interface. The access to substantial
information and application services user or application must utilize Single-Sign-on infrastructure. In
order to prevent possible data loss tCOP is equipped with built-in backup solution. tCOP application
comes with an extensive event logging subsystem and a control module, capable of managing users
(credentials, military ranks, system roles, privileges) and data sources – architecture (Fig. 6).
The development of COP is based on fusing the data (mostly sensor) and reconnaissance information
provided by the combat or intelligence units. The correlation, fusion and integration processes (Hall,
2001) in case of presented tools are performed using data similarity measures, classification methods kNN, ANN and rule-based reasoning. Provided inference mechanisms rely on ontologies and provided
semantic data unification (CHMIELEWSKI, 2009), which help to identify similar scenario entities using
spatial and operational features.
SA features rely on fused data but provided using filtering mechanisms in order to exploit only crucial
and valuable information. The technology must deliver such capabilities to effectively support individual
soldiers and commanders with current, timely distributed scenario data based on C4I sources. The
developed Common Operational Picture uses Geospatial Information Services often based on several
standardized data sources, supported by graphic and decision support functionalities. tCOP web based
application relies on Web Map Services data sources (OpenStreetMap, Landsat7, geoportal.gov.pl). For the
mobile environment, a GIS map component has been additionally equipped with an image cache which
can be locally preloaded in order to deliver map lays without the need of network and WMS availability.

Fig. 3. mCOP main activities presenting elements of fused scenario rendered on terrain elevation map (left)
topographical map zoomed in to present executed tasks and map measurements (right), sensor data monitoring view
presenting GPS and inertial-based location and movement data.

Described in previous paragraphs military concepts provide crucial tools for combat support.
Delivering such information capabilities provides advantages for coordination an control of executed
missions. Dismounted Soldier Solution (US DoD, 2002) family of tools deliver personalized system for
individual soldier use during combat, supporting geomonitoring, observation and surveillance equipment,
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weapons, communications and most of all C2 data presentation and management. mCOP resembles in
some manners DSS solutions but it concentrates more on developing configurable COP and SA products as
the handheld platform can be easily accessed by soldier to consult and orientate within the current
battlespace situation. (Fig. 3, Fig. 4)
Presented tool delivers data and tactical information to soldiers and commanders on the battlefield in
order to simplify topographical and tactical orientation within the current combat situation. Such
capabilities delivered on a secured mobile platform can increase the efficiency of conducted missions
especially in formations of territorial defense, where the availability of specialized military equipment and
communications are restricted. Any military with mCOP supported handheld (Android API level 19 and
higher), secured platform, approved credentials may access tactical information distributed within the
unit’s network. Having a portable easily accessible device such as smartphone (secured for accessing
network and information)
The mCOP application provides two main groups of functionalities:
 Rendering of fused, integrated operational and GIS data used for COP product development
within the scope of a given unit (individual) with respect to data security level and required
information scope.
 Data acquisition mechanisms recording soldier (or equipment) location, movement
characteristics and health state. Application simplifies the process of reconnaissance data
introduction and modification.
The mCOP application is a set of Android components (services, activities) forming a decision support
tool integrated into tactical communication network and tCOP command post server application. The
mobile application has been closely integrated with handheld’s OS (smartphone and tablet) to deliver COP
products for lower level commanders and group leaders. mCOP delivers military and civilian operational
pictures with standardized GIS data sources and operational symbology standards (STD2525, APP6A,
crisis management). mCOP supports rendering of units, equipment and installations, supplemented with
their affiliation, type, status, composition, potentials. Furthermore, detailed combat information contains
not only static data, but also description of unit’s behaviour in time (tasks). The application delivers also
simple GIS based calculators for distance and area measurements, terrain profile evaluation with

Fig. 4. mCOP AR view with developed SA view merging sensor data, battlespace information and threat level
estimates (1 – deflection, 2 – geolocation data and movement characteristics, 3 – elevation, 4 – azimuth). Data
automatically filtered and tailored to current soldier’s position and tasks. Each unit can be additionally evaluated
based on carried equipment.

All COP and SA use tactical symbols (graphical representation) of operational scenario, which provides
consistent, effective and clear way of expressing static and dynamic properties of objects within the
battlespace. In order to achieve such efficiency military operational specialist need to be educated and
trained in the area of:
 Expressing static planned and current situation (locations) with regard to friendly, hostile,
neutral and unknown objects (installations, units, equipment), fusing all battlespace dimensions
(land, air, maritime);
 Supplementing scenario data with dynamic information on planned and current tasks and
activities of selected elements formulating tactical and operational responsibilities and
obligations;
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Reading and interpreting scenario static and dynamic data describing all battlespace dimensions
and inferring possible results of combat, (e.g. estimating attrition rates, human and equipment
loses, etc.);
 Validating tactical and operational picture elements – evaluating their threat factors based on the
doctrinal unit composition and actual potential of components (equipment, personnel);
mCOP delivers COP and SA product in separate Android activities Building an augmented reality view
required utilization of the sensor, battlespace and GPS data combined with camera display. Construction
of augmented reality view utilizes location of battlespace elements, location and inertial sensors. The
algorithm utilizes iteratively executed subroutines aimed at evaluation of observer’s location and it’s
viewing azimuth (field of projection) and locations of battlespace objects. In order to present only
valuable battlespace information a set of filtering rules has been defined associated with the distance to
units, their type, movement and potential characteristics. Calculated vertical field of projection (vertical
and horizontal) are connected with size of the handheld screen, it’s resolution and default camera zoom
factor. The AR view delivers the data fusion products in form of single image on top of which the algorithm
calculates positions of all battlespace elements within the range of operation (parametrized)
supplemented with the current observer location and device viewing azimuth and orientation. The 2D
projection of a rectangle defined on sphere around the soldiers head which camera displays on the
screen
=
0.1,1.0 −
, where
– displayed unit size,
– maximal unit size,


– distance to displayed unit,
– maximal distance to displayed unit. A decision whether the unit
should be displayed or not is taken on the basis of the following formula:
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Fig. 5. mCOP Situation Awareness mechanisms combining virtual and real world data and producing battlespace view
with AR projection. The algorithm is fusing handheld sensor data (geolocation, inertial) with C4ISR situation elements
projecting all elements onto the screen (AR goggles) within given range.

The architecture of DSS environment
An important aspect of conducted research has been aimed on designing efficient and extendable
architectural constructs selecting integration standards (NFFI, JC3IEDM, TSO) for syntax and semantics as
well as implementation technology stack. Implemented layered architecture has been provided in order to
provide flexibility of changing frameworks or libraries and maintenance capabilities. Moreover provided
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constructs allow better separation of code responsibility and simplifies testing. Main business logic and
integration components (EJBs, web services) provide interfaces for local and remote invocations.

Fig. 6. tCOP and mCOP high level architecture describing main components involved in Situation Awareness
development and COP product composition.

Web services implementing NFFI and TSO standards are dedicated mainly for mobile communication
to provide current operation scenario data. Moreover mobile client can services (location monitoring,
sensor data processing, COP downloader, tactical chat transmission) supplemented with extended map
component.
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Method and Evaluation scheme
Elaborated method of SA evaluation (development) has been verified using set of 150 trials conducted
in isolated environment at MUT’s tactical field. The study involved test of group of officer cadets
performing topographical and tactical orientation within the operational scenario using mCOP software.
The trials involved comparative tests of locating allied and hostile troops, evaluation of threats,
orientating within the combat situation and performing reconnaissance tasks. Each class of tasks has
been done astronomically first using maps and later using the mCOP software. Each activity has been
monitored using external stopwatch or integrated time recorder within mCOP software. To avoid any test
inconsistency and bias soldiers have been divided into groups and received the operational scenario data
at the beginning of a test in form of a prepared topographical map or in form of a configured tactical
smartphone with uploaded scenario data. To increase number of collected time samples the groups of
soldiers performed mCOP-based and conventional map situation awareness tests. Each individual
involved in the test drew a variant of operational scenario with various unit locations and tasks, ensuring
similar knowledge about the battlespace.
Conclusions
Presented method and a family of products (tCOP, mCOP) provides the information infrastructure for
military and civilian crisis operation support. Software delivers situation awareness products projected
with AR view decreasing significantly required time for topographical and tactical orientation. Based on
number of trials (150 trials) it has been estimated that the time for terrain orientation decreased by 43%
where tactical orientation time (36%). The trials involved tasks performed outdoors based on simulated
data transmitted into mCOP environment, where the operators needed to perform mission based on
projected dynamically changed situation. Each operator was monitored by the observer responsible for SA
related activity time measurement. The simulated battlespace data has been sent in form of NFFI and TSO
services. The physical architecture of the environment have been verified and validated in several
configurations utilizing ad-hoc tactical networks, active-active server clusters and variety of ruggedized
Android devices. Application of Augmented Reality resulted in the increase of the decision making
efficiency during combat exercises. Presented capabilities and properties of constructed software tools
demonstrate applicability of mobile software for operational forces but most of all territorial defense
formations. mCOP platform utilizes Android platform and any commercially available smartphone can be
prepared for its deployment after fulfilling all security requirements and configuration procedures.
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